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Abstract

Recently, realistic theories of electroweak symmetry breaking have been constructed in
which the electroweak symmetry is broken by boundary conditions imposed at a boundary
of higher dimensional spacetime. These theories have equivalent 4D dual descriptions, in
which the electroweak symmetry is dynamically broken by non-trivial infrared dynamics
of some gauge interaction, whose gauge coupling g̃ and size N satisfy g̃2N >∼ 16π2. Such
theories allow one to calculate electroweak radiative corrections, including the oblique pa-
rameters S, T and U , as long as g̃2N/16π2 and N are sufficiently larger than unity. We
study how the duality between the 4D and 5D theories manifests itself in the computation of
various physical quantities. In particular, we calculate the electroweak oblique parameters
in a warped 5D theory where the electroweak symmetry is broken by boundary conditions
at the infrared brane. We show that the value of S obtained in the minimal theory exceeds
the experimental bound if the theory is in a weakly coupled regime. This requires either
an extension of the minimal model or departure from weak coupling. A particularly inter-
esting scenario is obtained if the gauge couplings in the 5D theory take the largest possible
values – the value suggested by naive dimensional analysis. We argue that such a theory
can provide a potentially consistent picture for dynamical electroweak symmetry break-
ing: corrections to the electroweak observables are sufficiently small while realistic fermion
masses are obtained without conflicting with bounds from flavor violation. The theory
contains only the standard model quarks, leptons and gauge bosons below ≃ 2 TeV, except
for a possible light scalar associated with the radius of the extra dimension. At ≃ 2 TeV
increasingly broad string resonances appear. An analysis of top-quark phenomenology
and flavor violation is also presented, which is applicable to both the weakly-coupled and
strongly-coupled cases.



1 Introduction

One of the greatest mysteries in particle physics is the origin of electroweak symmetry breaking.

In the standard model the electroweak symmetry is broken by a vacuum expectation value (VEV)

of a Higgs field, which is driven by a non-trivial potential introduced to break the symmetry.

However, once the theory is extrapolated to higher energies in a perturbative way, one finds

that the Higgs mass squared parameter receives large radiative corrections of the order of the

cutoff scale, destabilizing the electroweak scale. Therefore, it is quite natural to suspect that

some non-trivial strong dynamics is responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking in a direct or

indirect way. Such a consideration leads to theories where the electroweak symmetry is broken

by a condensation caused by strong gauge dynamics [1] or theories where the Higgs boson arises

as a composite state of some strong interaction [2]. In these theories the strength of the relevant

gauge interaction is weaker at higher energies, and becomes non-perturbative only at lower

energies by the renormalization group evolution. This triggers electroweak symmetry breaking

at exponentially lower energies compared with the cutoff scale, thus evading the problem of the

stability.

In this paper we explore alternative possibilities for “dynamical” theories of electroweak sym-

metry breaking. Suppose the gauge interaction, which is responsible for electroweak symmetry

breaking and non-perturbative at the electroweak scale, stays very strong at higher energies –

stronger than that above which the conventional perturbation theory breaks down. Apparently,

this does not provide any viable description of physics at energies higher than the electroweak

scale. However, the presence of dualities between the 4D gauge theories and higher dimensional

gravitational theories suggests that such a theory is described, in fact, by a higher dimensional

theory where the electroweak symmetry is broken by the presence of a spacetime boundary.

This relation becomes particularly concrete when the theory on the gravitational side is on an

Anti de-Sitter (AdS) background [3], and it has been used to build models of a composite Higgs

boson [4] and dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking [5, 6]. However, the background ge-

ometry of the gravitational theory may not necessarily be AdS, as in the models considered

in [7, 8].

In this paper we consider theories of the kind described above, in which the holographic

description of the theory relates a higher dimensional theory to some 4D “gauge theory”. In

particular, we study theories where the electroweak symmetry is broken “dynamically” without

the presence of the physical Higgs boson — in the higher dimensional picture this corresponds

to the theories where the electroweak symmetry is broken by boundary conditions imposed at

a boundary of the spacetime. We mainly consider theories formulated in the AdS space, in

which the electroweak symmetry is broken by boundary conditions imposed at the infrared (IR)
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brane [5, 6], but some of our analysis applies to more general theories such as the ones in flat

space [7, 8]. In the actual analysis we adopt the specific theory constructed in [6], which repro-

duces many successful features of the standard model including fermion mass generation and

suppression of flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs). This theory also allows us to control

the scale of new physics, which corresponds in the 4D picture to the size (the number of “colors”)

of the gauge interaction, and thus represents a class of generic theories in 5D AdS space. We

study electroweak radiative corrections and find that the constraints from precision electroweak

measurements prefer gauge groups of smaller size, unless some additional contribution to the

electroweak oblique parameters is introduced. This situation is similar to that in technicolor

theories [9]. We elucidate how such a similarity arises in general theories with the electroweak

symmetry broken by boundary conditions.

Although regarding electroweak corrections the situation in our theory is similar to that in

technicolor, other aspects can be quite different. In particular, we expect that the theory does

not have problems in general to obtain realistic fermion masses, correct vacuum alignment, and

suppression of flavor violation. This implies that even the minimal theory may have a viable

parameter region in which the size of the gauge group responsible for electroweak symmetry

breaking is small, because the corrections to the electroweak observables become small there.

We give an estimate for these corrections and find that they are in fact phenomenologically

acceptable if the size of the gauge group is sufficiently small. Unfortunately, we find that this is

the region where the theory looses its weakly coupled description, which prevents us to make a

precise comparison with experiment. It also implies that we have to take into account stringy

effects to construct a fully well-defined and ultraviolet (UV) completed theory. However, given

the presence of an effective field theoretic model and a freedom of taking a certain limit, it does

not seem so implausible to expect that this type of theories does in fact exist. The experimental

signatures of such theories are quite distinct. There is essentially no new state appearing below

a few TeV (≈ 2–3 TeV) other than the standard model gauge bosons and quarks and leptons;

in particular, there is no Higgs boson. We then see new states, most of which are associated

with string states, at the scale of a few TeV. These states arise, in the 4D picture, from the

non-trivial dynamics of the new strong gauge interaction. The unitarity of the theory is cured

by these states and the tail of that physics, which may also be seen in scattering experiments at

somewhat lower energies than their actual masses.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section we give a general discussion on

theories where the electroweak symmetry is broken “dynamically”. We argue that conventional

technicolor-type theories and extra dimensional theories with boundary condition electroweak

symmetry breaking are related in a certain way in the space of the gauge coupling, and we

elucidate how the electroweak corrections in these theories have some similarities. In section 3 we
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present the model we study, constructed in the truncated 5D AdS space. Electroweak corrections

are studied in section 4, where we calculate the electroweak oblique parameters and compare

with experiment. We discuss two possible scenarios which can be phenomenologically viable. In

section 5 we study the top quark sector and its related phenomenology. Flavor violation is also

studied there. Conclusions and discussion are given in section 6.

2 Holography and Electroweak Symmetry Breaking

In this paper we mostly study theories formulated in the truncated 5D AdS space. This type

of theories can provide an understanding of a large hierarchy between the Planck and the elec-

troweak scales through the AdS warp factor [10]. Before presenting an explicit model and going

into the detailed calculation, however, we here start by some general discussion on theories of

“dynamical” electroweak symmetry breaking. These include conventional technicolor [1, 11] and

walking technicolor [12] theories, as well as theories based on extra dimensions such as the ones

on flat [7, 8] or warped [5, 6] geometries. We will see that these theories are related in a certain

way in the space of the gauge coupling and the size of the gauge group.

In order to break the electroweak symmetry dynamically in the IR, we need some gauge

interaction G that becomes non-perturbative at low energies. We denote the coupling and the

size (the number of “colors”) of this gauge interaction as g̃ and N , respectively. In general

4D theories, the coupling g̃ runs with energy. Suppose now that G is a usual asymptotically-

free gauge interaction. In this case the theory is weakly coupled at the UV: the parameter

κ ≡ g̃2N/16π2, which is the loop expansion parameter of the gauge theory, satisfies κ ≪ 1.

In the IR the parameter κ evolves to larger values, and at some scale becomes κ ≃ 1, where

the theory exhibits non-trivial dynamical phenomena such as chiral symmetry breaking. Then,

if some fields of the G sector are charged under SU(2)L × U(1)Y , the electroweak symmetry

can be broken at this scale. This is the situation in conventional technicolor theories [1, 11].

Alternatively, κ could approach to some constant value close to but somewhat smaller than 1

at the UV, instead of κ → 0 (or decrease only very slowly near Λ). Such is the case in walking

technicolor theories [12].

Now, let us consider very different possibilities. At the electroweak scale the interaction G

induces non-trivial dynamical phenomena. Is it then possible for κ to take larger values than 1

at the UV, instead of smaller values? At first sight, this does not make sense, because the loop

expansion parameter of the theory is larger than unity at the UV — in fact, the description

based on the 4D gauge theory can completely break down. However, in the parameter region

κ >∼ 1, another (sometimes weakly coupled) description of the theory could emerge. Suppose

we take the limit N ≫ 1, keeping κ fixed to some value larger than unity. In this case, the
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loop diagrams are sorted by the topology of the graphs and we find that diagrams with different

topologies correspond to ones having different powers of N , allowing us to expand the theory in

powers of 1/N [13]. Since this expansion is reminiscent to the loop expansion by the topology

of the world-sheet in string theory, the gravitational description of the theory emerges. This

dual gravitational theory possesses spacetime dimensions larger than four, as required by string

theory. The parameter 1/N plays a role of the (string) coupling constant, while the value of κ

turns out to be a measure of the importance of string corrections [3]. Therefore, for sufficiently

large values ofN the gravitational description is weakly coupled. For κ≫ 1 the string corrections

are small, corresponding to the region where the curvature scale of the gravitational background

is much smaller than the string scale, while for κ ≃ 1 the string effects are important.

We can now consider the following scenario. At the UV the theory has κ which is close to

but somewhat larger than 1. The coupling κ is almost constant (conformal) over a wide en-

ergy interval, but at some IR scale this conformality breaks down, triggering non-trivial gauge

dynamics. In particular, it induces chiral symmetry breaking and consequently breaks the elec-

troweak symmetry. In the dual gravitational description, this theory will look like a 5D theory

on AdS, as suggested by the isomorphism between the 4D conformal group and the isometry

of 5D AdS space [3]. The scale of AdS curvature is smaller than the string scale if κ is larger

than unity. The non-trivial IR dynamics is then represented by the presence of a boundary in

the spacetime, beyond that point the gravitational description disappears, i.e. the gauge theory

“confines”. We can thus conjecture that the theory has a 5D description, compactified on a

warped S1/Z2 orbifold with the boundary condition on the IR brane breaking the electroweak

symmetry.1 This type of theories have been considered in [5, 6] and will be described in the next

section. The simple relation between the 4D and 5D theories holds only at energies lower than

the AdS curvature scale k, beyond which the models of [5, 6], for instance, appear intrinsically

five dimensional. This scale, however, is much higher than the electroweak scale (close to the

Planck scale). An interesting point is that these theories allow a large energy interval above the

electroweak scale, in which the gravitational description does not break down. This is due to

the large warp factor of AdS, or the near conformal nature of the theory.

Models on 5D flat space, such as the ones considered in [7, 8], can be obtained from models

on AdS by taking the limit that the AdS curvature scale is small, k → 0. In this case, however,

the scale where the simple 4D/5D correspondence breaks down becomes close to the electroweak

scale. In fact, there is no energy interval where the field theoretic correspondence works, and

the theory appears five dimensional right above the scale of dynamical electroweak symmetry

1Strictly speaking, this will be the case only for certain special 4D gauge theories. For instance, weakly-
coupled 5D theories have a feature that the resonances having spin larger than two are much heavier than the
others, which is not a property of generic large N gauge theories.
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(d) 4D technicolor

(c) 4D walking technicolor

(b) 5D warped space

k

(a) 5D flat space

1

Λ

g̃2N
16π2

E

Figure 1: Schematic description for the evolution of the coupling parameter κ ≡ g̃2N/16π2 in
various theories of dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking. The behaviors of (a), (b), (c),
and (d) represent those of 5D flat space, 5D warped space, walking technicolor and technicolor
theories, respectively.

breaking. Some 4D interpretation of the theory, however, may be possible for some purposes

that do not involve physics much above the electroweak scale.

The schematic behavior of each of these four types of theories is depicted in Fig. 1 as a

function of the energy E. The theories (a), (b), (c), and (d) correspond, respectively, to 5D

flat space, 5D warped space, walking technicolor, and technicolor theories. The parameter

Λ represents the scale where G exhibits non-trivial IR dynamics, especially chiral symmetry

breaking, which is roughly the mass of the first resonance state and not much different from the

electroweak scale. For κ ≫ 1, the predictions of the theory depend quite little on the value of

κ, because the theory admits an expansion in 1/κ, with higher order terms corresponding to

stringy corrections, so that physical quantities are almost determined by the first term in the

expansion, which is independent of κ. This implies that electroweak oblique corrections, whose

contributions come from E ≈ Λ, can have similar structure in the four types of theories, all of

which have κ >∼ 1 at the scale Λ. In particular, the size of the corrections essentially depends

only on a single parameter N . However, there is an important difference between the theories

of the types (a),(b) and (c),(d). In theories (a) and (b) the electroweak oblique parameters

are calculable for N ≫ 1, as the higher order terms in the double expansions in 1/N and 1/κ

are both negligible, while theories (c) and (d) do not have such calculational powers because

κ ≃ 1 at E ≃ Λ. This calculability, however, is lost in theories (a) and (b) when we make N

or κ smaller. For the physics occurring above Λ, such as fermion mass generation, the physical

pictures could be quite different in different types of theories.
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In the following sections we focus on theories in the truncated 5D AdS space (the type (b)

theories in Fig. 1). In particular, we consider electroweak radiative corrections in these theories

in section 4. As explained, their structure is expected to be similar to the one in technicolor. Our

analysis based on the large N expansion will explicitly demonstrate that they are, in fact, very

similar.2 While we perform the analysis for the case of warped space theories, our qualitative

results given in section 4 also apply to the case of flat space theories by replacing the AdS

curvature k by the size of the flat extra dimension: k → 1/πR.

3 The Model

In this section we review the model constructed in Ref. [6], which we will explicitly work on in

the rest of the paper. This model reproduces many successful features of the standard model,

including fermion mass generation and suppression of FCNCs. The gauge sector of the model is

quite generic and contains, for example, that of [5] as a special point in the parameter space.

The theory is formulated in the 5D warped space with the extra dimension compactified on

S1/Z2. The metric is given by

ds2 ≡ GMNdx
MdxN = e−2k|y|ηµνdx

µdxν + dy2, (1)

where y is the coordinate of the fifth dimension and the physical space is taken to be 0 ≤ y ≤ πR.

We take the AdS curvature scale k to be around the 4D Planck scale, and we choose the

radius R to be kR ∼ 10. The scale of the IR brane k′ (denoted by T in [6]) is then given by

k′ ≡ ke−πkR ∼ TeV [10]. The fundamental (cutoff) scale of the theory is denoted by M∗, which

is taken to be M∗ >∼ k, and the IR cutoff scale is defined by M ′
∗ ≡M∗e

−πkR.

The bulk gauge group is SU(3)C × SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)X . It is broken by boundary

conditions imposed at the y = 0 brane (the Planck brane):

∂yA
La
µ = 0, AR1,2

µ = 0, ∂y
( 1

g2
R

AR3
µ +

1

g2
X

AXµ
)

= 0, AR3
µ − AXµ = 0, (2)

and at the y = πR brane (the TeV brane):

∂y
( 1

g2
L

ALaµ +
1

g2
R

ARaµ
)

= 0, ALaµ − ARaµ = 0, ∂yA
X
µ = 0, (3)

with the A5’s obeying Dirichlet (Neumann) boundary conditions if the corresponding Aµ’s obey

Neumann (Dirichlet) boundary conditions [5, 7] (these boundary conditions are slightly modified

2A numerical coincidence between technicolor and 5D flat theories found in [8] also suggests that this similarity
could be a very precise one.
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when brane-localized gauge kinetic terms are introduced at y = 0 and y = πR). At the Planck

brane, the bulk gauge group is broken to the standard-model gauge group SU(3)C × SU(2)L ×
U(1)Y , where U(1)Y is a linear combination of U(1)X and the T3 direction of SU(2)R, while at the

TeV brane, SU(2)L×SU(2)R is broken to the SU(2) diagonal subgroup. Combining the breaking

at the both branes, the unbroken gauge group at low energies becomes SU(3)C ×U(1)EM, where

U(1)EM refers to electromagnetism. In particular, the electroweak symmetry is broken by the

boundary conditions at the TeV brane.

We can view the above boundary conditions as the limiting case of the following brane Higgs

breaking. We introduce a scalar field Σ(1, 1, 2, 1/2) on the Planck brane and H(1, 2, 2∗, 0) on

the TeV brane, where the numbers in the parentheses represent gauge quantum numbers under

SU(3)C × SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)X . Now, suppose that these fields have VEVs:

〈Σ〉 =
(

0
vΣ

)

, 〈H〉 =
(

vH 0
0 vH

)

. (4)

We then find that for vΣ, vH → ∞, the phenomenology of this Higgs-breaking theory becomes

identical to that of the boundary-condition breaking theory [14]. In particular, the physical

Higgs bosons arising from Σ and H decouple for large vΣ and vH , so that there is no scalar

particle remaining in the spectrum in this limit.

The kinetic terms for the gauge fields are given by

S =
∫

d4x
∫

dy

[√
−G

{

− 1

4g2
L

gMPgNQ
3
∑

a=1

FLa
MNF

La
PQ − 1

4g2
R

gMPgNQ
3
∑

a=1

FRa
MNF

Ra
PQ

− 1

4g2
X

gMPgNQFX
MNF

X
PQ

}

+ δ(y)

{

− 1

4g̃2
L

3
∑

a=1

FLa
µν F

La
µν − 1

16g̃2
Y

(FR3
µν + FX

µν)(F
R3
µν + FX

µν)

}]

,(5)

where FLa
MN , FRa

MN and FX
MN are the field-strength tensors for SU(2)L, SU(2)R and U(1)X , and gL,

gR and gX are the 5D gauge couplings having mass dimensions −1/2; a is the indices for the ad-

joint representation of SU(2). Here, we have included Planck-brane localized gauge kinetic terms,

which are radiatively generated and generically have coefficients of order (b/8π2) ln(k/k′) ∼ 1.

TeV-brane localized gauge kinetic terms are considered in the next section. We have omitted

the gauge kinetic terms for SU(3)C in the above expression, since they are irrelevant for our

discussion below.

The quarks and leptons are introduced in the bulk with the representations:

q(3, 2, 1, 1/6), ū = ψū(3
∗, 1, 2,−1/6)|TR

3
=−1/2, d̄ = ψd̄(3

∗, 1, 2,−1/6)|TR

3
=1/2,

l(1, 2, 1,−1/2), ē = ψē(1, 1, 2, 1/2)|TR

3
=1/2, [n̄ = ψn̄(1, 1, 2, 1/2)|TR

3
=−1/2], (6)

where q, ū, d̄, l, ē and n̄ are Dirac fermions and the numbers in the parentheses represent gauge

quantum numbers under SU(3)C × SU(2)L× SU(2)R ×U(1)X ; TR3 = ±1/2 represents the T3 =
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±1/2 component of the SU(2)R doublet. With the extra dimension compactified on S1/Z2, we

can arrange the boundary conditions such that only the left-handed components of q, ψū, ψd̄, l and

ψē possess zero modes (also ψn̄ if we introduce them to induce small neutrino masses through the

see-saw mechanism; see [6, 15]). Moreover, introducing the Planck-brane localized left-handed

fermions ψ′
ū(3, 1, 1,−1/3), ψ′

d̄(3, 1, 1, 2/3) and ψ′
ē(1, 1, 1, 0), and the couplings δ(y)[ψūψ

′
ūΣ +

ψd̄ψ
′
d̄Σ

† + ψēψ
′
ēΣ

†], we can make the unwanted zero modes from the TR3 = 1/2 component of ψū

and the TR3 = −1/2 components of ψd̄ and ψē heavy to get masses of order k.3 The low-energy

matter content is then precisely that of the standard-model quarks and leptons, which arise

as the zero modes of q, ū, d̄, l and ē. The quark and lepton masses arise from the couplings

introduced on the TeV brane

S =
∫

d4x
∫

dy δ(y − πR)
√−gind

[

yuqψūH + ydqψd̄H + yelψēH + h.c.

]

, (7)

where we have suppressed the generation index. As the up-type quark, down-type quark, and

charged lepton masses arise from three independent couplings, yu, yd and ye, there are no un-

wanted relations among them coming from SU(2)R.

The wavefunction profiles for the zero modes of the quark and lepton fields are controlled by

the 5D bulk mass parameters for these fields, which we parameterize as L5D ⊃ −ckΨ̄Ψ where

Ψ represents generic 5D (Dirac) fermions. For c > 1/2 (c < 1/2) the wavefunction for the left-

handed zero-mode fermion is localized to the Planck (TeV) brane. We take parameters c to be

larger than 1/2, at least for the first-two generation fermions. This makes the non-universality of

the W - and Z-boson couplings to these fields very small so that the theory is phenomenologically

viable [6], and could also provide a partial understanding of the flavor structure of the fermion

mass matrices and suppression of the flavor violation arising from the TeV-brane operators [17].

The c parameters for the third generation fermions are the theme of section 5, where the non-

universality of the fermion gauge couplings is also discussed further.

We can now calculate the masses and couplings of the electroweak gauge bosons, W , Z and

γ. Assuming 1/g2
L ∼ 1/g2

R ∼ 1/g2
X ∼ 1/πR and g̃L ∼ g̃Y ∼ 1, we find that these masses and

couplings take exactly the same form as that of the standard model, at the leading order in

1/πkR and in k′/k. Denoting the standard-model SU(2)L and U(1)Y couplings as g and g′ and

the Higgs-field VEV as v ≃ 175 GeV, the correspondence between the two theories are given

by [6]
1

g2
=
πR

g2
L

+
1

g̃2
L

,
1

g′2
=
πR

g2
R

+
πR

g2
X

+
1

g̃2
Y

, v2 =
4 k′2

(g2
L + g2

R)k
. (8)

3This also makes the theory anomaly free together with the introduction of appropriate Chern-Simons
terms [16].
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Thus, for given values of the brane couplings, g̃L and g̃Y , we have two relations on the three

bulk gauge couplings, gL, gR and gX , so that we can calculate various quantities in terms of a

single free parameter, which we take to be g2
R/g

2
L (an introduction of TeV-brane gauge kinetic

terms will give a few extra parameters). For instance, the value of k′ is determined by the last

equation of Eqs. (8), which in turn gives the masses of the Kaluza-Klein (KK) gauge bosons

mn ≃ π

2

(

n +
1

2

)

k′, (9)

where n = 1, 2, 3, 4 · · · for the W and Z towers and n = 1, 3, 5, · · · for the γ and gluon towers [6].

What are values of the Planck-brane gauge couplings? In Eqs. (8) we have to use values of g̃L

and g̃Y appropriately normalized at the scale around TeV. Since the running of the Planck-brane

gauge couplings is determined by the zero modes (elementary fields in the dual picture) of the

theory [18], we can write 1/g̃2
L and 1/g̃2

Y as

1

g̃2
L

=
1

g̃2
L,0

+
bL
8π2

ln
( k

k′

)

,
1

g̃2
Y

=
1

g̃2
Y,0

+
bY
8π2

ln
( k

k′

)

, (10)

where (bL, bY ) ≃ (−10/3, 20/3) in the present theory. The couplings g̃L,0 and g̃Y,0 represent the

running couplings of the elementary SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge bosons at the scale k. In general,

these couplings are free parameters of the theory and cannot be calculated in the effective theory.

One natural possibility is to assume that the elementary sector of the theory is strongly

coupled at the scale k, in which case the bare parameters, g̃L,0 and g̃Y,0, are estimated to be

1/g̃2
L,0 ∼ 1/g̃2

Y,0 ∼ 1/16π2 through naive dimensional analysis (NDA) [19]. This is the case

considered in [6] (and in [5]), leading to the situation that the free parameters in the gauge

sector of the theory are effectively only g2
R/g

2
L and M∗/k (and TeV-brane localized kinetic terms).

Note, however, that, contrary to the flat space case, in warped space theories the strong-coupling

requirement for the Planck-brane operators is independent from the strong-coupling requirement

for the bulk and TeV-brane operators. For instance, it is completely natural to assume that all

the bulk and TeV-brane operators scale according to NDA while couplings at the Planck brane

are weak. (In the dual 4D picture, this is equivalent to requiring that the G sector does not

contain any small or large dimensionless parameter other than the size of the gauge group, while

the elementary sector is weakly coupled.) In this case the observed 4D gauge couplings are

almost entirely given by the Planck-brane couplings, 1/g2 ≃ 1/g̃2
L and 1/g′2 ≃ 1/g̃2

Y , and the

bulk gauge couplings take the values determined by NDA, 1/g2
L ∼ 1/g2

R ∼ 1/g2
X ∼ M∗/16π3

(a similar scenario has been considered in flat space in [8]).4 In either case the largest value
4Here we do not bother the difference between the 4D loop factor 16π2 and the 5D loop factor 24π3 too much,

and adopt a somewhat “conservative” estimate using 16π3. This gives a strong coupling value for the 4D gauge
coupling, g4D ≃ 4π, when the IR cutoff M ′

∗
is lowered to the mass of the first KK resonance, M ′

∗
≃ πk′ (see the

last paper in [19]). We also do not include group theoretical factors for NDA because the bulk gauge groups (i.e.
SU(2)L, SU(2)R and U(1)X , not G) are small.
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of k′ is determined by the parameter M∗/(πk) as k′|max ≈ (1 ∼ 1.5 TeV)(πk/M∗)
1/2, which

is translated into the maximum value for the lowest KK gauge boson mass m1|max ≈ (2.5 ∼
3.5 TeV)(πk/M∗)

1/2. If we require that the theory admits a weakly coupled description, e.g.

M∗/(πk) >∼ 3, this gives k′|max ≈ (600 ∼ 900) GeV and m1|max ≈ (1.5 ∼ 2) TeV.

In the next section we consider corrections to the electroweak observables in the present

theory. Our analysis applies regardless of the values of g̃L,0 and g̃Y,0, and thus to either of the

two cases described above.

4 Electroweak Corrections from the Gauge Sector

In this section we discuss the structure of the corrections to electroweak observables in the

theory presented in the previous section. We concentrate here on the corrections from the

pure gauge sector and leave those from the matter sector to the next section. We consider the

electroweak oblique parameters S, T and U [9] and give estimates for them. We elucidate how

the 4D dual picture provides a qualitative understanding of the structure of these corrections.

We then calculate the leading corrections in the 5D picture and compare them with the results

of 4D considerations, which quantitatively demonstrates the duality between the two theories.

We find that, if we stick to the presence of a weakly coupled gravitational description of the

theory, the model gives somewhat larger (positive) values of S than those allowed by precision

electroweak measurements. There are essentially two ways out of this unpleasant situation. One

is to extend the model such that it has a sector giving a negative value of S canceling the

positive contribution. The other is to give up the weakly coupled description of the theory. In

particular, we argue that once we depart from the weakly coupled description, the theory could

avoid constraints from the precision measurements.

Some of the discussions in this section overlap with those in [8], which explicitly considers

these issues in a flat space model with some discussions on general gravitational backgrounds.

Our explicit result for the warped space model agrees with the expectation given in [8].

4.1 Structure of electroweak corrections

We start with the 4D dual picture of the theory. As discussed in section 2, we can relate

the theory described in the previous section to a purely 4D theory through the AdS/CFT

correspondence [3, 20]. In this 4D dual picture, the theory below k ∼ Mpl contains a gauge

interaction with the group G, whose coupling evolves very slowly over a wide energy interval

below k. This G gauge sector possesses a global SU(3)C ×SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)X symmetry

whose SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y subgroup is gauged, where U(1)Y is a linear combination of

10



Wµ Wµ

Figure 2: The diagram contributing to the W boson propagators. Similar diagrams exist with
one or two external Wµ’s replaced by Bµ.

U(1)X and the T3 direction of SU(2)R. Therefore, the theory in this energy interval appears as

SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y × G gauge theory with the quarks and leptons transforming under

SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y . At the TeV scale the gauge interaction of G exhibits non-trivial

IR phenomena, producing resonances of masses of order TeV. These resonances have a tower

structure. In particular, there are towers of spin-1 fields which have the quantum numbers of W ,

Z and γ. These towers then mix with the elementary gauge bosons of the weakly gauged SU(2)L

and U(1)Y groups. The resulting spectrum consists of towers of gauge bosons with the quantum

numbers of W and Z, whose lowest states are massive and identified as the standard-model W

and Z bosons, and a tower of U(1) gauge bosons, whose lowest mode is massless and identified

with the photon. These towers of mass eigenstates are dual to the W , Z and γ KK towers in

the 5D picture. The electroweak gauge group SU(2)L × U(1)Y is dynamically broken and the

masses of the W and Z bosons and the quarks and leptons are generated.

How do the corrections to electroweak gauge boson propagators arise in the 4D picture? We

concentrate here on the effect from spin-1 resonances and leave the consideration of the other

effects to the next section. At leading order, the corrections arise from the diagrams such as the

one given in Fig. 2, where the gray disk at the center of the diagram represents contributions

from the strongly interacting G sector. We have drawn only the diagram giving corrections to

the SU(2)L gauge boson, W a
µ , but similar diagrams also exist with one or two external Wµ’s

replaced by the U(1)Y gauge boson, Bµ. These diagrams give a contribution to the S parameter

(specifically, it arises from the diagram having Wµ for one external line and Bµ for the other). To

evaluate the contribution, we must know what this gray disk actually means. For a sufficiently

large value of N , this leading order contribution comes from the sum of a series of diagrams given

in Fig. 3 (the planar diagrams [13]). In the figure we have given the size of contributions from

each diagram. Writing the contribution from all the diagrams in the form (N/16π2)f(g̃2N/16π2)

where f(x) is some function, we expect that the gray disk gives a contribution of order N/16π2 in

Fig. 2 and thus changes the coefficients of the gauge kinetic terms from 1/g2 to 1/g2 + cN/16π2,

11



=

ψG

+

ψG

AGµ +

ψG
AGµ + · · ·

≃ N
16π2 + g̃2N2

(16π2)2
+ g̃4N3

(16π2)3
+ · · ·

= N
16π2f( g̃

2N
16π2) ∼ N

16π2

Figure 3: The diagrams represented by the gray disk. Here, ψG and AGµ represent matter and
gauge fields of the strongly-coupled G sector. The size of each diagram is also shown. The
contribution from this set of diagrams will be of order N/16π2.

where g represents generic electroweak gauge couplings and c is a numerical factor of O(1).5

This gives a contribution to the S parameter

S ≃ N

π
, (11)

since S is given by S ≡ 16π(Π′
33 − Π′

3Q), where Π′
XY are the corrections to the gauge kinetic

terms defined by L = −(1/4)(1/g2 − Π′
XY )FX

µνF
Y
µν (see Appendix A for details).6

To derive the value of N in the present theory, we consider the G sector as an analogue of

the QCD. The standard analysis in large N QCD [21] gives the relation between the pion decay

constant, fπ, and the mass of the lowest spin-1 resonance (ρ meson), mρ, as

fπ ≃
√
N

4π
mρ. (12)

In the present context, the pion decay constant, fπ, in theG sector corresponds to the electroweak

scale v ≃ 175 GeV and the mass of the ρ meson, mρ, to the mass of the lowest KK excited gauge
5For κ ≡ g̃2N/16π2 ≪ 1, f(κ) has an expansion f(κ) =

∑

∞

0
cnκ

n, where cn = O(1). This is the domain
where the perturbative 4D gauge theory description is appropriate. For κ≫ 1, f(κ) again has an expansion but
of the form f(κ) =

∑

∞

0
c′nκ

−n, where c′n = O(1). This is the region where the theory is well described by a
semi-classical gravitational theory, with higher order terms in the expansion corresponding to corrections from
string theory. In the region κ ≃ 1, neither description is good and in the absence of the explicit string realization
of the theory, we can only say that f(κ) = O(1). In particular, for κ ≃ N ≃ 1, the theory does not admit any
weakly coupled description and can only be described by strongly coupled (gs ≃ 1) string theory.

6Here we have taken matter in the G sector, ψG, to be in the fundamental representation with the O(1)
number of “flavors”. This may not be the case in our actual theory because the near conformality of the theory
would require a large matter sector. However, for simplicity we will keep presenting our analysis for this simple
matter sector, as it will give the correct relations between the physical quantities. We will come back to this
point at the end of this subsection.
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boson m1 ≃ (3π/4)k′. Then, rewriting fπ and mρ in Eq. (12) as v and m1 and using Eq. (8), we

obtain the number of “colors”, N , for G:7

N ≃ 16π2 v
2

m2
1

≃ 16π2

(g2
L + g2

R)k
. (13)

Combined with Eq. (11), this equation tells us that the correction to the S parameter becomes

smaller if we make the first KK states heaver, i.e. m1/v larger, which can be attained by making

either g2
Lk or g2

Rk larger. As was found in [6], this can be done by making g2
R/g

2
L larger even in

the case of 1/g̃2
L,0 ≃ 1/g̃2

Y,0 ≃ 1/16π2. An alternative possibility is to take all the bulk gauge

couplings large, 1/g2
L ≃ 1/g2

R ≃ 1/g2
X ≃ M∗/16π3, and to assume that the 4D gauge couplings

almost entirely come from the Planck-brane couplings.

Here we comment on the range of N we are imagining. Because the 4D gauge couplings

g4D receive contributions from the bulk gauge couplings, g5D, we naturally expect that 1/g2
4D
>∼

πR/g2
5D (see Eq. (8), for example). This relation can be written as 1/g2

4D
>∼ πkR/g2

5Dk ≃
(N/16π2) ln(k/k′), using Eq. (13). Since the observed 4D gauge couplings are of order 1, this

gives constraints on N : N <∼ 16π2/ ln(k/k′). This relation is understood in the 4D picture as

the condition that the asymptotically non-free running of the 4D gauge couplings caused by the

G sector, (N/16π2) ln(k/k′), must not make the low-energy values of the gauge couplings, g4D,

too small. In any case, with ln(k/k′) ≃ 30, we obtain N <∼ 5 so that we are not considering very

large values of N in the present context.

At leading order in 1/N , represented by the diagram in Fig. 2, the T and U parameters are

not generated. This is because the G sector respects the global custodial SU(2) symmetry so

that just inserting the G dynamics, i.e. the gray disk, does not give T or U parameters [22].

Therefore, at this order, the electroweak oblique parameters receive contributions

S = cS
16π

(g2
L + g2

R)k
, (14)

T = U = 0, (15)

where cS is a coefficient of order unity.

What does this leading order contribution correspond to in the 5D picture? To see this,

it is instructive to write Fig. 2 in a slightly deformed way as in Fig. 4. This diagram can be

understood as the one in which the W boson is transformed to some states made up of the

constituents of the G sector, and then goes back to W . Making a cut at the center of the figure

(the dashed line denoted as A in the figure) we find that these states are the bound states of

7Equivalently, the value of N can be determined by the following argument. The diagram of Fig. 2 gives the
squared masses for W and Z of order (N/16π2)m2

1
, in the normalization where the gauge couplings appear in

front of the gauge kinetic terms. Since these masses are v2, we obtain N ≃ 16π2v2/m2
1
.
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Wµ Wµ

A

Figure 4: The diagram representing the mixing between the elementary W boson and the com-
posite W states arising from the dynamics of G. Cutting the diagrams at A gives the states
which have the same quantum numbers and spin as W . Similar diagrams also exist for Wµ

replaced by the gauge boson of U(1)Y , Bµ.

G and have the same quantum numbers and spin as W . It is then clear that this represents

mixings between the elementary W boson and the excited W bosons, the spin-1 bound states

of G. Since these excited states correspond to KK states in the 5D picture, we learn that the

contribution at leading order in 1/N corresponds to the tree-level contribution in the 5D picture.

In fact, by solving the masses and wavefunctions for the electroweak gauge bosons at tree level

in 5D, we find that the contribution to S takes the form of Eq. (14). In the absence of TeV-brane

kinetic terms, the coefficient cS is given by cS = 3/4 (more detailed discussions including the

TeV-brane operators are given in the next subsection and in Appendix A). An interesting point

here is that we can calculate the coefficient in Eq. (14), i.e. sum up the planar diagrams, and

it gives the dominant contribution for sufficiently large N , i.e. for sufficiently small 5D gauge

couplings (g2
L + g2

R)k ≪ 16π2.

Before comparing with experiment, we discuss what happens at the next order. The next

order contributions come at one loop in 5D, which corresponds to four different types of diagrams

as shown in Fig. 5 (and diagrams with more insertions of the gray disk). The first one (Fig. 5a)

is the loop of the elementary gauge bosons, the second one (Fig. 5b) represents the diagram at

the next-to-leading order in 1/N , and the third and fourth ones (Fig. 5c,d) represent the ones

with an additional loop of elementary fields to that of Fig. 2. The first diagram does not pick

up effects of electroweak symmetry breaking so that it does not give contributions to S, T or U .

The third diagram (Fig. 5c) is also unimportant, since it gives only S ≃ (N/π)(g2/16π2), which

is always much smaller than the leading contribution of Eq. (11) (it is simply a higher order

effect with the propagator of an internal elementary gauge boson corrected by the dynamics of

G). This diagram does not give contributions to the T or U parameters because generating

them requires at least one additional insertion of the gray disk, to pick up the effect of custodial

breaking encoded in the absence of elementary charged SU(2)R gauge bosons in the spectrum.

The second diagram (Fig. 5b) represents a correction coming entirely from the G sector.

Thus, as in the tree-level case, it does not give contributions to T or U parameter. Let us now
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(a)

Wµ

Wµ

Wµ Wµ

(b)

Wµ Wµ

(c)

WµWµWµ Wµ

Wµ

(d)

Wµ, Bµ

Wµ Wµ

Figure 5: The diagrams with an elementary loop (a), with the G effect at the next-to-leading
order in 1/N (b), and with an additional loop of elementary fields on top of the leading G
effect (c,d). For (a) and (c), similar diagrams using gauge 4-point vertices exist. For (b) and
(d), there are also similar diagrams with Bµ on some of external lines.

=
AGµ

ψG

+
AGµ

ψG

+ · · ·

≃ g̃4N2

(16π2)3
+ g̃6N3

(16π2)4
+ · · ·

= 1
16π2f

′( g̃
2N

16π2) ∼ 1
16π2

Figure 6: The diagrams represented by the gray annulus; ψG and AGµ are matter and gauge fields
of the G sector. The contribution from this set of diagrams is of order 1/16π2.

focus on the contribution to the S parameter from this diagram. In a perturbative expansion,

the disk with a hole is the sum of certain graphs as shown in Fig. 6. A similar reasoning as

before implies that the contribution from this annulus is of order 1/16π2, so that it gives a

contribution to the S parameter of order S ≃ 1/π. It is then clear that, as long as N >∼ 1, the

contribution from Fig. 5b is at most comparable to the leading contribution of Eq. (11). Note

that the condition N >∼ 1 is equivalent to the condition that the 5D gauge couplings are smaller

than the value determined by NDA, (g2
L+g2

R) <∼ 16π3/M∗, and the AdS curvature scale is smaller

than the cutoff scale of the theory, πk <∼ M∗ (see Eq. (13)), which we abide by throughout the

paper. The precise value of S coming from the diagram of Fig. 5b depends on how we define

the S parameter. In particular, if we define our S parameter to be the deviation from the
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standard model value, this contribution depends on the reference value for the physical Higgs-

boson mass, mH , arbitrarily chosen to calculate the standard model contribution. However, this

dependence on mH is not very important for later arguments in the paper. This is because,

unless some calculable negative contribution to S cancels the leading contribution of Eq. (14),

the contribution from Fig. 5b becomes important only in the region N ≃ 1, where all higher

order corrections also become non-negligible and we are only able to say that the contribution

to S is of order 1/π.

The dominant contributions to the T and U parameters come from the diagram of Fig. 5d,

whose size is estimated as (N/16π2)(g2/16π2), where g ≃ 1 represents generic electroweak gauge

couplings. Since the natural scale of the G sector is mρ, this gives contributions to the quantities

ΠXX(0) defined by L = −(1/2)(v2/2 + ΠXX(0))AXµ A
X
µ as ΠXX(0) ≃ (N/16π2)(g2/16π2)m2

ρ.

Then, according to the definition of T , we have

T ≃ 16π

g2v2
ΠXX(0) ≃ 1

π
, (16)

where we have used Eq. (12) with fπ = v. Again, the precise value of T , defined as the deviation

from the standard model prediction, depends on the reference value for mH used to compute the

standard model contribution. For the U parameter, we note that the diagram of Fig. 5d gives a

contribution to Π′
XX of order (N/16π2)(g2/16π2). Then, from the definition of U , we obtain

U ≃ 16πΠ′
XX ≃ g2v2

m2
1

T. (17)

This shows that as long as (gv/m1)
2 ≪ 1, as in our case, the contribution to the U parameter

is negligible.

By deforming the diagrams of Fig. 5 as in the way we deformed Fig. 2 to Fig. 4, we can

easily see that these diagrams actually correspond in the 5D picture to the one-loop diagrams in

which the KK gauge bosons circulate in the loop. The reason why these diagrams can give only

subdominant contributions to S is then clear because the size of the loop diagrams is always

smaller than that of the tree-level effects, unless the quantity is first generated at the loop level

as in the case of the T and U parameters. (Remember that N >∼ 1 corresponds to the condition

that the 5D gauge couplings, g5D, are smaller than the value given by NDA: g2
5D

<∼ 16π3/M∗.)

From the above 4D analysis, we know that the 5D loop contributions to S and T , given by

S ≃ T ≃ 1/π, do not depend on N , i.e. the mass scale of the KK excitations. In fact, in

the 5D theory we find that the 3-point couplings involving a lowest-mode (our W and Z) and

two KK gauge bosons scale as 1/
√
N ∝ m1/v. Thus they cancel the mass suppression arising

from the KK gauge-boson propagators when we calculate S and T , making these contributions

non-decoupling.
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We close this subsection with a final important remark. In the above discussion, we have

presented our analysis assuming that matter fields in the G sector, ψG, transform as the fun-

damental representation under G. We have also implicitly assumed that the number of these

fields are of O(1) and not of O(N). These assumptions, however, will most likely be violated

in the present theory because it must be nearly conformal above the scale Λ ≈ k′, which re-

quires large representations or a large number of matter fields to make the beta function nearly

vanishing. Nevertheless, this will not change any of our physical conclusions described here and

below. Let us, for example, consider the case where the matter sector consists of O(1) number

of ψG’s that transform as the adjoint representation under G. In this case the gray disks in

Figs. 2 – 4, 5c and 5d are replaced by gray spheres, which give contributions of order N2/16π2,

and consequently N in Eqs. (11, 12, 13) must be replaced by N2. Similarly, the gray annuli in

Figs. 5b and 6 are replaced by gray tori. However, these replacements do not change any of the

relations between the physical quantities — it simply says that the quantity called N before must

actually be identified as N2. (Note that not all of the N ’s must be replaced by N2. For example,

the expansion in Figs. 3 and 6 are given by (N2/16π2)f(g̃2N/16π2) and (1/16π2)f ′(g̃2N/16π2),

respectively, and not (N2/16π2)f(g̃2N2/16π2) and (1/16π2)f ′(g̃2N2/16π2). Basically, N appear-

ing in κ ≡ g̃2N/16π2 is not replaced by N2.) One consequence of considering adjoint matter

is that the corresponding gravitational theory now seems to be closed string theory, because

the sphere and torus do not have any edge identified as the endpoint of strings (for another

implication, on an understanding of the fermionic KK towers, see footnote 8). The situation

is similar in the case of O(N) number of ψG’s transforming as the fundamental representation:

the quantity called N should be identified as N2, although the disks and annuli in this case are

not replaced by other objects and the corresponding gravitational theory is still an open string

theory. In the rest of the paper, we keep using N as it appeared in the heuristic presentation

in this subsection, as it will not change any of the physical results. The reader who wants a

more precise picture, however, should understand it appropriately as the square of the number

of “colors” of the gauge group G.

4.2 Comparison with experimental data: S parameter

Current experimental data already give strong constraints on possible new physics at the TeV

scale. For example, the absence of FCNCs other than those arising from the standard model

strongly constrains the flavor structure for the TeV physics. Here we concentrate on the con-

straints arising from the precision electroweak data, especially those on S and T oblique param-

eters. The issue of flavor changing processes will be discussed in the next section.

We first note that our S and T parameters are defined as the deviations from the standard
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model values. The standard model contributions to the vacuum polarizations are calculated

once the mass of the physical Higgs boson, mH , is specified. On the other hand, in our theory

there is no Higgs boson in the spectrum so that the contributions to the vacuum polarizations

do not depend on such parameter. This means that S and T , defined as the differences between

the vacuum polarizations in our theory and those in the standard model, depend on mH , which

is arbitrary chosen to calculate the standard model contribution. Specifically, S and T arising

from the diagrams of Figs. 5b and 5d depend on the parameter mH . Of course, this dependence

on mH is not physical — the experimental constraints on S and T also depend on mH , and the

physical constraints on (theG sector of) our model do not depend on the arbitrary parametermH .

Treating this issue correctly would become important when we aim to make a precise comparison

between the predictions of the theory and experiments. However, we do not need such a precision

for the purpose here, as we do not attempt to make the comparison between the theory and

experiment at the level of 5D one-loop contributions. Rather, we discuss general implications of

the results in the previous subsection, focusing on the large leading-order contribution.

We therefore regard that the theory is successful if it gives sufficiently small values of S

and T . Specifically, we here take a somewhat conservative criterion S, T <∼ 1/π, and consider

whether the contribution from the gauge sector derived in the previous subsection satisfies it.

Below, we will explicitly see that the minimal theory with a perturbative 5D energy region fails

to pass this test, which implies that either the extension of the model or the deviation from

the perturbative 5D picture is necessary for the theory to be viable. As we will see in the next

section, our conclusion is not changed by including contributions from the matter sector.

With our weak criterion S, T <∼ 1/π, only the dangerous contribution is the leading-order

contribution to the S parameter given in Eq. (11) or Eq. (14). These equations imply that, if the

coefficient cS is order 1, we need to go to the parameter region N ≃ 1, which requires that the

5D theory is strongly coupled already at the scale of the lowest excitation. To see the situation

more quantitatively, however, we have to calculate the coefficient cS. This can be done in 5D by

solving the equations of motion for the gauge fields at tree level.

In order to analyze the most general situation, we add the following gauge kinetic terms

localized on the TeV brane

S =
∫

d4x
∫

dy
√−gindδ(y−πR)

[

3
∑

a=1

{

−ZL
4
FLa
µν F

La
µν − ZR

4
FRa
µν F

Ra
µν − ZM

2
FLa
µν F

Ra
µν

}

− ZX
4
FX
µνF

X
µν

]

,

(18)

in addition to the bulk and Planck-brane localized gauge kinetic terms, Eq. (5). We can now

compute the coefficient cS as a function of the parameters of the theory, 1/g2
L, 1/g2

R, 1/g2
X , 1/g̃2

L,

1/g̃2
Y , ZL, ZR, ZM , and ZX . The detailed calculation is given in Appendix A, and the result can
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be summarized as

S = cS
N

π
, (19)

where

N =
16π2

(g2
L + g2

R)k
, cS =

3

4
+

g2
Lk · g2

Rk

(g2
L + g2

R)k
(ZL + ZR + ZM). (20)

In the absence of the TeV-brane operators, ZL = ZR = ZM = 0, we find that cS = 3/4 and N

must actually be small, N ≃ 1, for the theory to be viable. The smallest value of N is obtained

at the largest values for the bulk gauge couplings. Suppose that one of gL or gR becomes strongly

coupled at the cutoff scale of the 5D theory, M∗. This implies that at least one of gL or gR is

as large as g2
L,R ≃ 16π3/M∗, and thus we obtain N ≃ M∗/(πk). Therefore, we find that the

contribution to S becomes sufficiently small only when the 5D cutoff scale is lowered down to

the scale of AdS curvature (i.e. the IR cutoff scale, M ′
∗, is lowered to the scale close to the mass

of the first KK resonance, m1 ≃ πk′).

At first sight, the above conclusion seems to change if we introduce the TeV-brane gauge

kinetic terms, ZL, ZR, ZM 6= 0, because of the second term in the equation for cS in Eq. (20). A

careful study, however, shows that the conclusion actually persists even in the presence of the

TeV-brane terms. To see this, we first rewrite ZL, ZR and ZM as ZL ≡ δL/16π2, ZR ≡ δR/16π2

and ZM ≡ δM/16π2, respectively. The NDA values for these coefficients are then represented as

δL, δR, δM = O(1). An important point here is that these parameters cannot take large negative

values, because it would lead to a ghost below the IR cutoff scale, M ′
∗. We thus have constraints

δL, δR, δM >∼ −1 from the consistency of the theory, which gives a strong restriction on the

possibility that the second term in the expression of cS cancels the first term and gives smaller

values of cS (and thus allows larger values of N). The second term of cS in Eq. (20) becomes

most negative when at least one of gL or gR takes the largest value, in which case

cS ≃ 3

4
+
πk

M∗
(δL + δR + δM). (21)

We thus find that cS can be much smaller than O(1) only when the two scales M∗ and πk are

close. In fact, Eq. (21) suggests that the effect encoded in the TeV-brane kinetic terms should

be regarded as “stringy corrections”, i.e. the higher order effect in the 1/κ expansion.

The argument described above explicitly shows that the minimal theory with a large pertur-

bative 5D energy interval, M∗ ≫ πk, fails to comply with precision electroweak data, because

then we have cS >∼ 1 and N ≫ 1. There are then two possibilities to make the theory viable.

The first one is to extend the minimal model to include a new sector that gives a negative

contribution to S and cancels the leading gauge contribution of Eq. (19). Such a contribution

may (effectively) arise from additional matter fields (localized to the TeV brane) [23], additional
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gauge bosons [24] or, perhaps, even from the physics associated with the radion field [25] in

which case the extension of the model may not actually be needed. In this case, the 5D the-

ory can be perturbative up to the cutoff scale M∗ which is parametrically higher than the AdS

curvature scale πk. This means that the strongly-coupled G sector that breaks electroweak

symmetry has a weak coupling description over a certain energy interval above the mass of the

lowest excitation, πk′, up to some higher energy scale, M ′
∗. This type of theory would then allow

precise computations of electroweak corrections, for example S, T and U parameters generated

at the 5D loop level (although for S there are intrinsic uncertainties of the same order arising at

tree level from operators on the TeV brane). The unitarity of the longitudinal WW scattering

amplitudes is recovered by the presence of the electroweak KK gauge bosons, instead of the

Higgs boson [7, 26]. The required cancellation to attain these is of order 1/N ≃ πk/M∗. Thus,

in order to have a reasonable energy interval where the theory has a weak coupling description,

say M∗/(πk) ≃ 5, we only have to invoke the cancellation of order 20%.

The second possibility is to give up a weak coupling description of the theory; specifically,

we take M∗ ≃ πk. In this case the mass of the first excited mode, m1 ≃ πk′, is close to the

scale where the theory becomes truly strongly coupled, M ′
∗. There is no energy interval where

the theory admits a weak coupling description, and electroweak radiative corrections cannot be

reliably computed. Nevertheless, NDA suggests that in this parameter region the corrections to

S and T are both of order 1/π. Therefore, it does not seem so unnatural that these corrections

in fact do satisfy the constraints from precision electroweak measurements. The worry, of course,

is that because the cutoff scale is close to the first KK mass, the 5D field theoretic description

of the theory may not make much sense. For instance, if the 5D Planck scale M5 is taken close

to the 5D cutoff scale, as in the usual case, the background AdS solution itself will receive large

quantum gravitational corrections and our entire treatment will become unreliable. However,

the 5D Planck scale, M5, may be parametrically larger than the cutoff scale, M∗. The argument

based on the locality in 5D may also persist even for M∗ ≃ πk, as the proper distance for the fifth

dimension, πR, is still larger than the cutoff length, 1/M∗. Here we do not try to make further

arguments on the viability of this parameter region. A more solid treatment of this region will

probably require a string theoretic construction of the theory.

Having the above two possibilities in mind, we will discuss further phenomenological issues

of the theory in the next section. These include flavor violation, top quark phenomenology, and

contributions of the matter sector to the electroweak oblique parameters.
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5 Fermion Sector and Its Phenomenology

In this section we discuss the fermion sector of the model described in section 3. We focus most

of our discussions on the third generation quarks since they are most severely constrained by

experiments. However, some of our analyses, for instance those for mass eigenvalues and flavor

violation, are also applicable to the first two generation quarks and leptons. A related study on

the issue of fermion masses can be found in [27].

5.1 Basic structure

Let us start by summarizing the structure of the fermion sector of the model given in section 3.

A single generation of the quark sector consists of the following fermion content:

q(2, 1, 1/6) =
(

u
d

)

, ψū(1, 2,−1/6) =
(

D̄
ū

)

, ψd̄(1, 2,−1/6) =
(

d̄
Ū

)

,

qc(2∗, 1,−1/6) =
(

uc

dc

)

, ψcū(1, 2
∗, 1/6) =

(

D̄c

ūc

)

, ψcd̄(1, 2
∗, 1/6) =

(

d̄c

Ū c

)

. (22)

Here q, ψū, ψd̄, q
c, ψcū and ψcd̄ represent (left-handed) Weyl fermions; q and qc form a single

5D (Dirac) fermion, and the same is true for ψū and ψcū, and for ψd̄ and ψcd̄. The numbers

in parentheses on the left-hand side of the equations represent the quantum numbers under

SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)X .

Under the orbifold boundary conditions the zero modes for the conjugate fields are projected

out, so that the fields in the lower line of Eq. (22) do not have zero modes. The zero modes for Ū

and D̄ also get masses by marrying with the Planck-brane fields ψ′
ū and ψ′

d̄ (see discussions below

Eq. (6)). Therefore, before turning on the effect of electroweak symmetry breaking, the three

Weyl-fermion fields q, ū and d̄ are massless. These fields have the quantum numbers (2, 1/6),

(1,−2/3) and (1, 1/3) under SU(2)L × U(1)Y and are identified as the quarks in the standard

model. The fermion KK towers consist of all the fields listed in Eq. (22).

Once the effect of electroweak symmetry breaking is introduced through the operators in

Eq. (7), the standard-model quarks receive masses, which depend on the bulk mass parameters

c for q, ψū, ψd̄ as well as the TeV-brane couplings, yu and yd. These masses, together with the

KK tower mass spectrum, are worked out in Appendix B. They are determined by the condition

(
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)
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)
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)

= 0, (23)
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where m represents the mass eigenvalues: the masses for our quarks and the KK towers are

given as the solutions to this equation. Here Jν(x) and Yν(x) are Bessel functions, cL and cR

are the bulk masses for the left-handed and right-handed fermions, and λ represents the size of

the TeV-brane operators. For example, if we want to know the mass eigenvalues of the up-type

quark KK tower, we substitute cL = cq, cR = cψū
and λ = yuvH in Eq. (23) and solve. In the

case of the down-type quark, we use cL = cq, cR = cψ
d̄

and λ = ydvH . For the leptons, cL = cl,

cR = cψē
and λ = yevH .

For the first two generation quarks (and leptons), we choose cL and cR sufficiently larger than

1/2. In this case the lightest mass eigenvalues, i.e. the masses of our quarks and leptons, are

suppressed by a large factor, m ∼ k′(k′/k)cL+cR−1, explaining the hierarchy among quark and

lepton masses [17]. Because we do not want to have such a suppression for the third generation

quarks, especially for the top quark, we choose cq and cψū
for the third generation to be smaller

than 1/2. The third generation cψ
d̄

is taken to be larger than but close to 1/2 so that the

bottom quark mass is not too suppressed. More detailed discussions on phenomenology of the

third generation sector, including the mass spectrum of the top-quark KK tower, appear in the

following subsections.

5.2 Constraints from flavor violation

Since the electroweak gauge symmetry is broken by boundary conditions or a large VEV of the

brane-localized field H , the wavefunctions of the W and Z bosons in our theory are not flat

in the extra dimension. This generically introduces non-universality of the electroweak gauge

couplings depending on the bulk fermion mass parameters, because the 4D gauge couplings are

obtained by convolving the wavefunctions of the corresponding fermion with the gauge boson,

which are not universal for fermions having different values of the bulk masses. To estimate

the size of this non-universality, we first consider the theory in the 4D picture. In this picture

the non-universality for the electroweak gauge couplings is caused by the diagram as shown

in Fig. 7a. Here, the solid external lines are fermion fields and the wavy external line is the

electroweak gauge boson. The gray disk at the center represents the dynamics of the G sector.

What is the coupling of the external fermion lines (elementary fermion fields) to the G sector?

In the 4D picture, an elementary fermion field ψ couples to the G sector through the interaction

like L4D ∼ ψOψ, where Oψ is an operator which consists of fields in the G sector and has the

quantum numbers of ψ conjugate. The dimension of this operator is related to the bulk mass c

of the 5D field corresponding to ψ. For c ≥ −1/2 it is given by [Oψ] = c+ 2 [28]. Therefore, in

terms of the canonically normalized field ψ, the coupling of ψ and the G sector can be written
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(a)

Wµ, Bµ

ψ

ψ

(b)

ψ

ψ

ψ

ψ

Figure 7: Diagrams giving flavor non-universal gauge interactions (a) and four-fermion opera-
tors (b). The gray disks represent the dynamics of the G sector.

as

L4D =
η

kc−1/2
ψOψ, (24)

where η is a dimensionless coupling constant. For c > 1/2 this is an irrelevant operator and

the coupling η is of order one. For c < 1/2, the interaction in Eq. (24) is relevant, and the

coupling η runs with energy as η(µ) ∼ (k/µ)c−1/2, which implies that η/kc−1/2 provides an

order-one insertion at any given energy [4]. For c = 1/2 the operator is marginal and η is

given by η ∼ 1/(ln(k/k′))1/2 at the electroweak scale. For c larger than but close to 1/2,

η ≃ ((2c− 1)/(1 − (k′/k)2c−1))1/2.

We can now estimate the non-universality arising from the diagram of Fig. 7a. For c > 1/2

the fermion field is attached to the gray disk with the factor η/kc−1/2. The gray disk contribute

as N/16π2 ∼ 1/(g2
L + g2

R)k.8 Multiplying these factors and supplying the dimension by k′ then

leads to the non-universality of the gauge coupling δg:

δg

g
= a

η2k′2c−1

(g2
L + g2

R)k2c
. (25)

where a is an O(1) constant. In fact, this parametric dependence can be recovered in the 5D

calculation. Defining the non-universality δg as the deviation of the gauge coupling from the case

8This estimate may be justified by the following argument. The fact that the 4D gauge couplings receive
contributions from the G sector proportional to N implies that the G matter charged under SU(2)L × U(1)Y is
in fundamental representations of G. Then, the fields circulating on the edge of the disk must be fundamental
representations of G (the edge between the two external fermion lines is a scalar), and the standard counting
in large N for the group-theoretical factor gives N/16π2. An alternative possibility is that matter in the G
sector, ψG, is in the adjoint representation under G (see the last paragraph of section 4.1). In this case, the gray
disk becomes a gray sphere and contributions from the G sector to the 4D gauge couplings are proportional to
N2. The N power counting perfectly works just by replacing N by N2. The adjoint matter also provides an
understanding of the KK towers of the fermion fields as bound states of ψG and AG

µ (the gauge bosons of G). A

fundamental scalar field is not necessary in this case.
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of Planck-brane localized fermions, we obtain it by convolving the wavefunctions of the matter

zero mode and the electroweak gauge boson. We find that a ≃ 1–10 that depends quite weakly

on c (the a here contains the possible effect from brane couplings (see Eq. (26) below), which

arises from the fact that our W and Z bosons are mixtures of elementary and composite states).

This constitute a small non-universality, and the constraints from flavor violating processes for

the first two generation quarks (as well as leptons) are evaded relatively easily [6], especially

when gR is large, i.e. the mass of the first KK gauge boson becomes large. Similarly, non-

universal four-fermion operators generated by the exchange of the KK gauge bosons, represented

by the diagram of Fig. 7b, are also quite small for the first two generations. They are given by

δGF ≃ η4(k′/k)4c−2/((g2
L+ g2

R)kk′2), where δGF represents the coefficients of the flavor violating

four-fermion operators obtained after integrating out the KK gauge bosons.9

For the third generation quarks, cq and cψū
must be smaller than 1/2 in order to give a

large enough mass to the top quark. The value of cq is then constrained by the flavor violating

coupling of the left-handed b quark to the Z boson. Performing a full 5D calculation, we find

that the relevant flavor violation is parameterized by

δgbL
gbL

=
f

(g2
L + g2

R)k

(

g2
L

πR g2

)

, (26)

where gbL is the coupling of the left-handed bottom quark to the Z boson, and f = f(cL, cR, λ) is

a function of cL = cq, cR = cψ
d̄

and λ = ydH . The last factor captures the dependence of δgbL/g
b
L

on the brane couplings, becoming 1 in their absence (see Eq. (8)). For cR > 1/2 and λ <∼ 1, the

coefficient f effectively depends only on cL. The dependence is roughly given by

f(cL) ≈ −a′η2 = −a′ 1 − 2cL
1 − (k′/k)1−2cL

, (27)

where the dependence of a′ on cL is rather weak (for instance, 6 <∼ a′ <∼ 7 in the parameter region

we are interested, 0.3 <∼ cL <∼ 0.5). In Fig. 8 we plot f as a function of cL, calculated in the 5D

picture. The Z → bb̄ decay constrains the quantity δgbL/g
b
L to be less than a percent level. In our

theory, (g2
L+g2

R)k ≃ 16π2/N , and in the case that the brane couplings are given by Eqs. (10) with

1/g̃2
L,0 ≃ 1/g̃2

Y,0 ≃ 1/16π2, we find from Eq. (26) and Fig. 8 that cL must satisfy cL >∼ 0.3, 0.44

and 0.47 for N ≃ 1, 3 and 5, respectively. Therefore, to avoid having to fine-tune the parameter

cL to be very close to 1/2, smaller values of N are preferred. This points in the same direction

as the leading-order S parameter constraint, although the constraint from Z → bb̄ is weaker and

allows a reasonable energy interval for the weakly coupled 5D description, e.g. N ≃ 3. In the

9Diagrams similar to Figs. 7a and 7b but with ψ’s replaced by gauge fields give corrections to the gauge
three-point and four-point interactions, ZWW , WWWW and ZZWW . These corrections are of order δg/g ≃
(N/16π2)g2 ≃ g2v2/m2

1
.
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Figure 8: The function f defined in Eq. (26), which determines the deviation of gbL from its
standard model value.

case of strong bulk gauge couplings, Eq. (26) gives about one percent deviation for cL ≃ 0.49 for

1/g2
L,R,X ≃ M∗/16π3. Smaller values of cL, however, are possible if gL takes somewhat smaller

values, e.g. g2
L
<∼ 8π3/M∗, or there is some cancellation from unknown strong coupling dynamics.

5.3 Top quark phenomenology

Obtaining a large enough mass for the top quark is a non-trivial issue in any theory with

dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking. In this subsection we discuss the spectrum of the

top quark and its KK tower. We also address the resulting top-quark phenomenology.

The relevant parameters for the top-quark sector are cL = cq, cR = cψū
and λ = yuH for the

third generation. As seen in the previous subsection, the parameter cL must be close to 1/2 to

avoid the conflict with the observed Z → bb̄ decay rate. The parameter cR is less constrained

and can take much smaller values. For fixed values of cL and cR, the spectrum of the top KK

tower shows the following behavior as a function of λ. For λ = 0, the spectrum consists of

two decoupled towers for the 5D fields u and ū. Each tower has a zero mode, which is a Weyl

fermion, and a tower of Dirac fermions; the towers for u and ū have identical masses for cL = cR,

but in general have slightly different masses for cL 6= cR. Therefore, the overall spectrum for

λ = 0 can be described as follows: there is a Dirac fermion at the massless level, which consists

of two Weyl-fermion zero modes of u and ū, and the KK tower has two Dirac fermions at each
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Figure 9: The spectra for the top KK tower. The horizontal axis is λ = yuH , and the vertical axis
is the masses in units of k′. The solid, dashed and dot-dashed lines are for (cL, cR) = (0.4, 0.4),
(0.4, 0.1) and (0.4,−0.2), respectively.

level, arising from u and ū, whose masses are degenerate for cL = cR but not in general. When

we turn on λ by a small amount (λ ≪ 1), the Dirac fermion that is massless for λ = 0 receives

a mass proportional to λ. Meanwhile, the two Dirac fermions at each level become increasingly

split: the lightest of the two becomes lighter and the heaviest becomes heavier. For very large λ

(λ ≫ 1), the masses for all the states become constant. In particular, the mass of the formerly

massless state approaches to a constant value of order k′. The lightest of the first excited states

becomes close to this state in mass. They become degenerate at λ → ∞ for cL = cR, but not

for cL 6= cR.

The behavior of the mass eigenvalues described above is plotted in Fig. 9 for cL = 0.4 with

three different values of cR: 0.4, 0.1,−0.2. In the figure, we have plotted the mass eigenvalues of

the top KK tower in units of k′, obtained by solving Eq. (23) for given values of cL and cR, as a

function of λ. The solid, dashed and dot-dashed lines represent the spectra for cR = 0.4, 0.1 and

−0.2, respectively. We can see from the figure that the masses approach to constant values for

λ→ ∞. For the lowest mass eigenstate, which we identify as the standard-model top quark, the

mass approaches to m/k′ ≃ 0.65 for λ→ ∞ regardless of the value of cR, although the value of

m/k′ obtained for λ = O(1) depends on cR. This is because for λ→ ∞ the mass eigenvalues are

determined by the condition that the second term in the left-hand-side of Eq. (23) is vanishing;
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Figure 10: The same as Fig. 10 but for 0 ≤ λ ≤ 2 and 0 ≤ m/k′ ≤ 0.5.

namely, the sum of the solutions of Jc+1/2(m/k
′) − (Jc−1/2(m/k)/Yc−1/2(m/k))Yc+1/2(m/k

′) = 0

for c = cL and cR. This in turn implies that the maximum value of the top-quark mass, i.e.

the mass at λ → ∞, is determined by the value of the largest of cL and cR (cL in the case

of Fig. 9), since the value of m/k′ obtained as the lowest mass solution of the above equation

decreases for increasing value of c. Specifically, the maximum value of the top-quark mass is

given by m/k′ ≃ 0.25, 0.45, 0.65, 0.80 and 0.95 for max{cL, cR} = 0.5, 0.45, 0.4, 0.35 and 0.3,

respectively. Therefore, there is a tension between the top-quark mass and the constraint from

Z → bb̄ discussed at the end of the previous subsection, as Z → bb̄ provides the lower limit for

the value of cL [22]. Since the value of k′ in our theory is k′ ≃ 2πv/
√
N (from Eqs. (8) and (20)),

we find that N must satisfy N <∼ 4 to obtain a large enough top-quark mass, mt ≃ 165 GeV

for MS without QCD radiative corrections.10 We also find from Fig. 9 that for sufficiently large

values for cR the mass of the first top-quark KK tower is significantly lighter than that of the

first gauge-boson KK tower, m1 ≃ 2.4k′, in the region λ ≫ 1. This feature, however, is lost for

λ <∼ 1 or smaller values of cR.

In Fig. 10, we present a magnification of the lower-left corner of Fig. 9. From this figure we

can obtain λ for a given value of N . Let us, for example, consider the two cases of N ≃ 1 and 3.

In these cases, the values of k′ are given by k′ ≃ 1100 GeV and 630 GeV, respectively, requiring

10Introducing Planck-brane localized kinetic terms for the left- and right-handed top quarks does not signifi-
cantly modify the argument, unless there are unnatural cancellations.
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m/k′ ≃ 0.15 and 0.26 to reproduce the observed top-quark mass. These values are easily obtained

for cR = {−0.2, 0.1, 0.4} by choosing λ ≃ {0.3, 0.4, 0.8} and {0.5, 0.7, 1.5}, respectively. It is

interesting that these values of λ are what one would naively expect from dimensional grounds:

yu ≈ 1/M∗ and H ≈M∗. This is also true for larger values of cL and for the case of strong bulk

gauge couplings. For example, for cL = 0.49 and N ≃ 1 one only needs λ ≃ {0.7, 0.9, 1.9} for

cR = {−0.2, 0.1, 0.4} to obtain the observed top-quark mass.

We finally discuss phenomenological issues in the top sector. As the W and Z wavefunctions

are not flat in the extra dimension, the couplings of these gauge bosons to the top quark deviate

from their standard model values. For the left-handed top quark, the deviation of the coupling

to Z is roughly given by Eq. (26) and at a level of a few percent. The deviation of the tLbLW

coupling from the standard model is also at this level. Therefore, these effects are not constrained

by the present experimental data. The effects on the right-handed top quark can be much larger

because it has smaller values of c. For example, smaller values of c induce the interaction of

the right-handed top quark tR to the W boson. However, this interaction couples tR and W

only with the heavy field B̄ and its KK tower, denoted as D̄ in Eq. (22), so it is irrelevant at

low energies. A particularly interesting effect appears in the right-handed top quark coupling

to the Z boson, tRtRZ. This coupling can have an order-one deviation from the standard

model value. The deviation arises mainly from the fact that the Z wavefunction inside AR3
µ

has a non-trivial profile, and is approximately given by δgtR/g
t
R = f ′′g2

R/(g
2
L + g2

R), where f ′′ ≈
(1− 2cR)/(1− (k′/k)1−2cR) with cR representing the bulk mass for tR. This is in contrast to the

case of the bLbLZ coupling, which arises from the variation of the Z wavefunction in AL3
µ and

thus is given by δgbL/g
b
L = f ′g2

L/(g
2
L+g2

R) with f ′ ≈ (1−2cL)/(1−(k′/k)1−2cL) (see Eqs. (26, 27)).

Since gR can generically be larger then gL (and cR smaller than cL), δg
t
R/g

t
R can be large. It will

be interesting to explore this coupling in a future e+e− linear collider [29].

5.4 Corrections to oblique parameters

From the analysis in section 4 of the electroweak oblique corrections generated by the gauge

sector, we have found that there are two possibilities for making the theory viable. One is to have

N ≃ 1, i.e. (g2
L+g2

R)k ≃ 16π2, and the other is to extend the theory to give an additional negative

contribution to S. In the former case the contributions to S and T from the top sector cannot

be reliably calculated, as the IR cutoff of the theory is close to the scale of the first resonance so

that there is no energy region where the theory has a weak coupling description. However, an

argument similar to the gauge case suggests that these contributions are of order S ≈ T ≈ 1/π.

The relevant diagrams are similar to those in Fig. 5 but with appropriate modifications (internal

lines should be the top quark or its SU(2)R partner, there must be more insertions of the G
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dynamics with the chirality flipping effects, and so on). Because the diagrams have insertions

of the fermion masses, the contributions from the other fermions are much smaller. Therefore,

although we do not know the precise contribution from the matter sector, we can expect that

the theory is still viable in the sense that the contributions to the oblique parameters are of

order S, T <∼ 1/π.

In the case with additional negative S contributions, we can have a moderate energy interval

where the theory is weakly coupled. In this case, the top contribution to S does not give

any additional constraint, because we have already invoked the cancellation between the gauge

and the additional negative contributions — we simply have to make the sum of the gauge,

top and additional contributions to be smaller than the experimental constraint. As for the top

contribution to T , it is a calculable quantity dominated by the IR region ≈ k′, due to the custodial

SU(2) symmetry of the G sector [22]. The contribution is roughly given by T ≈ at(mt/k
′)2,

where at is a constant; the value of at depends on cL and cR, and may have an enhancement

coming from the fact that the G sector (KK towers) feels stronger chiral symmetry breaking

than the elementary sector. The acceptable values of T from the top sector depend on the size

of the contributions from the gauge sector and an additional sector needed to make S sufficiently

small. However, based on the naive estimate, it does not seem implausible to expect that the top

contribution, together with all the other contributions, actually fit to the data in some explicit

models.

5.5 Implications for flavor physics

As mentioned in section 5.2, flavor violation in this model arises as a consequence of the need to

have different bulk masses for the third generation quarks in order to obtain a large top quark

mass. This non-universality leads to tree-level FCNCs. These have two main manifestations.

First, since the wavefunction of the Z is pushed away from the IR brane by the boundary

conditions (or a large VEV), there will be non-negligible tree-level FCNC couplings of qT =

(tL bL)T and tR with the Z, since these must be localized not too far from this brane. We define

the effective Zbs coupling by

LZbs =
g2

4π2

g

2 cos θW

(

Zbs b̄Lγ
µsL + Z ′

bs b̄Rγ
µsR

)

Zµ, (28)

where Zbs and Z ′
bs encode both the one-loop standard model as well as new physics contributions.

Up to a factor of order one, the tree-level FCNC vertex induced by the flavor violating coupling

discussed in section 5.2 results in

δZbs ≃
(

−1

2
+

1

3
sin2 θW

)

Dbs
L

8π2

g2

(

δgbL
gbL

)

≃ −8π2Dbs
L

δgbL
gbL

, (29)
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where δgbL/g
b
L is given in Eq. (26) and takes a value of order one percent (or somewhat smaller)

in a generic parameter region. In Eq. (29), Dbs
L corresponds to the b-s element of the left-

handed down-quark rotation diagonalizing the quark masses. Thus, with the natural assumption

Dbs
L ≃ V ∗

tbVts, the correction is of the same order as the standard model contribution to this vertex,

which is [30] ZSM
bs ≃ −0.04 (Z ′SM

bs ≃ 0). This leads to potentially observable effects in b→ sℓ+ℓ−

decays, although the current experimental data, |Zbs| <∼ 0.08 [30], is not greatly constraining.11

The effects are larger in the case that the bound on Z → bb̄ is saturated, i.e. δgbL/g
b
L ≃ 1%,

for example in the case of strong bulk gauge couplings. The effect of Eq. (29) also contributes

to hadronic modes, such as B → φKs, although there it must compete with the parametrically

larger contributions from gluonic penguins.

The second type of tree-level FCNC effects occur in the interactions of third generation quarks

with the all KK gauge bosons, including those that belong to an unbroken symmetry, such as

the KK gluons. This is due to the fact that the lightest KK gauge bosons are localized toward

the IR brane, and are therefore strongly coupled to tL, bL and tR. The FCNC interactions of

KK gluons with bL also lead to contributions to hadronic B decays, and they are potentially of

the same order or even larger than the standard model gluonic penguins. These could result in

sizeable deviations in CP asymmetries in B decays such as B → φKs, B → η′Ks and B → π0Ks,

among others [32], even after the constrains from Z → bb̄ are taken into account.

Finally, the large flavor violating coupling of the top quark, particularly tR, may lead to a

large contribution to D0-D̄0 mixing. This has the contributions both from KK gluon and Z

exchanges and has the form

∆mD ≃ 4παs
χ(cR)

2m2
1

(U tu∗
R U tc

R )2

2mD

〈D0|(c̄RγµuR)(c̄Rγ
µuR)|D̄0〉, (30)

for the KK gluon exchange. Here, UR is the rotation matrix for right-handed up quarks, and

χ(cR) is a function of cR which gives the enhancement due to the strong coupling of the KK

gluons to tR. For instance, for cR ≃ 0 and small brane couplings, χ ≃ 16. To estimate the

contribution to ∆mD, we need the quark rotation matrix elements. If we take U tu∗
R U tc

R ≃ sin5θC ,

with sin θC ≃ 0.2 the Cabibbo angle, then the current experimental limit [33] on ∆mD translates

intom1
>∼ 2 TeV.12 In the strong bulk coupling case, χ(cR) can be enhanced and somewhat larger

cR or smaller mixing angles may be required. The contribution from Z is generically the same

order but somewhat smaller. We thus find that the effect can be consistent with but naturally

close to the current experimental limit. Similar contributions come from the interactions of tL,

but they are typically smaller than those from tR because of larger values of c.

11This possibility has also been mentioned in [31] in the context of the model of [22]. We thank K. Agashe for
pointing out this reference to us.

12Unlike for UL and DL, there is in principle no reason why UR must have such scaling with the Cabibbo angle.
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6 Conclusions and Discussion

We have studied theories of electroweak symmetry breaking without a Higgs boson. The elec-

troweak symmetry is broken by non-trivial dynamics of a gauge interaction G, whose gauge

coupling and the number of “colors” are denoted as g̃ and N , respectively. In conventional 4D

technicolor, the theory is assumed to be weakly coupled at the UV — the loop expansion param-

eter κ ≡ g̃2N/16π2 is smaller than unity — and electroweak symmetry breaking is triggered at

the IR where the perturbative expansion breaks down, κ ≃ 1. This makes the theory intractable

because we must sum up all contributions of the form κn (n ∈ Z) arising at the n-th order in

perturbation theory, to compute quantities such as the electroweak oblique parameters S and

T . Moreover, such a theory generically has the problem of generating realistic fermion masses

without conflicting with the experimental constraints on flavor violation.

In this paper we have studied an alternative possibility of “dynamical” electroweak symmetry

breaking, in which the parameter κ is larger than unity at the UV. In particular, we have

concentrated on the case where κ stays almost constant over a wide energy range above the

electroweak scale, as indicated by the curve (b) in Fig. 1. In such a theory quantities such as

S and T can in principle be calculable because they are given as expansions in powers of 1/κ

and 1/N . With sufficiently large κ and N , therefore, we expect to have a calculable theory of

electroweak symmetry breaking. This is actually the case for a certain theory of this type, where

there is a dual description in terms of a 5D theory compactified on the truncated AdS space.

In this dual description, the electroweak symmetry is simply broken by boundary conditions

imposed at a spacetime boundary (the IR brane). As long as the theory is weakly coupled and

the AdS curvature scale k is sufficiently small – which correspond in the 4D picture to have

sufficiently large κ and N – we can reliably compute S and T . Quark and lepton masses are

also obtained relatively easily by putting these fields in the 5D bulk and giving them masses at

the IR brane.

Because the theory is calculable, it is possible to make a reliable comparison between its

predictions and experimental data. We have explicitly computed the gauge contribution to the

S parameter in the simplest potentially realistic theory of the kind discussed above — a 5D

warped space theory with the electroweak symmetry broken by the boundary conditions at the

IR brane, and with the custodial SU(2) symmetry imposed on the G sector encoded in the

physics of the 5D bulk and the IR boundary. The result can be written in the form S = cSN/π

(or S = cSN
2/π), where cS is a positive constant of order one and N (or N2) is given by

16π2/(g2
L + g2

R)k with gL and gR representing the 5D gauge couplings of the bulk gauge groups

SU(2)L and SU(2)R, respectively. This result has a striking similarity to the estimate of S

in technicolor theories. This is because the size of the prediction of the theory for a physical
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quantity P is in general rather insensitive to the value of κ — expanding P in powers of 1/N

as P =
∑

n fn(κ)N
−n, the dependence of the functions fn(κ) on κ is rather mild: fn(κ) = O(1)

for the entire range of κ. This in turn implies that if we want to have a large value of N , or

equivalently a large energy interval where the theory has a weakly coupled 5D gravitational

description, the gauge contribution to S must be canceled by some other negative contribution,

which does not arise from the gauge or matter sector of the model. While such a contribution

may arise, perhaps, from the intrinsic structure of the theory, for example from the sector needed

to stabilize the radius of the extra dimension, it will most likely require an extension of the model.

The amount of cancellation required is typically of order 10%, but if it is attained, we can have

a weakly coupled, calculable theory of “dynamical” electroweak symmetry breaking.

Another interesting possibility is to have a value of N close to unity, which is attained

by making one or both of the 5D gauge couplings gL and gR large. In this case we loose

the calculability of the theory, but we expect that the corrections to the electroweak oblique

parameters are small and of order 1/π. Realistic quark and lepton masses will also be obtained

without contradicting with bounds from flavor changing processes, as this property is expected

to persist even as we make the 5D theory strongly coupled. We therefore arrive at a potentially

consistent picture of a dynamical theory of electroweak symmetry breaking — our theory is

obtained by taking the limit of strong 5D gauge couplings in a warped 5D theory, in which the

electroweak symmetry is broken by boundary conditions imposed at the IR brane.

A particularly interesting version of this theory is obtained by taking all the 5D gauge

couplings to be strong:

M∗ ≃ πk ≃ 16π3

g2
5D

, (31)

where M∗ is the cutoff scale of the theory and g5D represents all the 5D bulk gauge couplings

gC, gL, gR and gX for SU(3)C , SU(2)L, SU(2)R and U(1)X . The observed gauge couplings then

come almost entirely from the Planck-brane couplings. The oblique parameters are expected to

have a size

S, T <∼
1

π
, (32)

which is reasonably small, given the uncertainty of the estimate. Because M∗ ≃ πk implies

that the IR cutoff scale M ′
∗ is close to the mass of the first KK resonance m1 ≃ πk′, where

M ′
∗ ≡M∗e

−πkR and k′ ≡ ke−πkR, we do not have a weakly coupled KK picture around the TeV

scale. Rather, we have strongly coupled “string states” at the scale of

M ′
∗ ≃ 4πv ≃ 2 TeV, (33)

below which the theory is essentially the standard model without a Higgs boson (the radion

field may also be lighter than M ′
∗). A difference from the conventional 4D technicolor picture
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is that above this scale these states become associated with the 4D gauge interaction G but

whose gauge coupling g̃ stays almost constant and has a value of order 4π or slightly larger,

i.e. κ ≃ 1 or slightly larger (κ in 4D corresponds to M∗/(πk) in 5D). Just above M ′
∗, there

are resonances, which then become increasingly broader and finally merge into a continuum

consistent with conformal symmetry. This makes it possible to consider the theory as a strong

coupling limit of a 5D warped theory. We can then expect that realistic fermion masses are

obtained without phenomenological disasters, although some flavor violating signals could be

close to the experimental bounds. This picture is also different from that of [34], because the

theory as formulated in 4D is well defined up to the scale close to the 4D Planck scale, MPl.

The theory in the energy interval between M ′
∗ and MPl is simply SU(3)C ×SU(2)L×U(1)Y ×G

gauge theory with the coupling of G nearly constant and of order 4π. For example, the running

of the SU(3)C , SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge couplings is still logarithmic with the beta-function

coefficients given by

bi = bSM
i + ǫi, (34)

where i = 3, 2, 1 represents SU(3)C , SU(2)L and U(1)Y , and bSM
i are the standard-model beta

functions without a Higgs boson, (b1, b2, b3) = (4,−10/3,−7) [in the “SU(5) normalization” for

the U(1)Y gauge coupling]; ǫi are the corrections arising from the G sector and ǫi ≃ 1. This

may even suggest some sort of gauge unification at a high scale of order the Planck scale, since

ǫi do not have an enhancement from the group theoretical factor so that the gross feature of the

standard-model gauge coupling evolution (the three gauge couplings approach at high energies)

is expected to persist. The entire physical picture of our theory is depicted in Fig. 11.

The strong coupling feature of the theory raises the issue that the 5D gravitational descrip-

tion may not be entirely trustable. For example, large quantum gravitational corrections may

destabilize the structure of the background geometry. However, we only need essentially the

AdS-like structure to be preserved in the 5D bulk so that there remains a large energy inter-

val above the electroweak scale where the theory is near conformal. This may be the case, for

example, when the 5D Planck scale M5 is parametrically larger than the cutoff scale M∗. The

full treatment of the theory will probably require string theoretic constructions, which may also

give additional constraints: for example, the value of N may be quantized through the Dirac

quantization condition for higher-form gauge fields. Nevertheless, given the presence of an effec-

tive field theoretic model with a certain strong coupling limit, it does not seem so implausible

to expect that the theory as described here does in fact exist in some UV-completed schemes.

The experimental signatures of such a theory will be quite “simple”. Below the scale of

≃ 2 TeV, the theory is essentially the standard model without a Higgs boson. New states appear

at M ′
∗ ≃ 2 TeV, which are composite states of the G sector and will effectively be described as

“string” states. Since some of these states will be unstable, the tail of this physics may show up
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standard model
without a Higgs boson

“string” resonances

unification?

SU(3)C × SU(2)L
×U(1)Y ×G

(g1,2,3
<∼ 1, g̃ ≃ 4π)

E

≈ 2 TeV

≈ k ≃ MPl

Figure 11: The overall picture of the theory. Here g1,2,3 represents the gauge couplings of
SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y , while g̃ represents that of G.

even at lower energies in collider experiments. This situation is similar to the minimal technicolor

theory, but here the observed fermion masses are correctly reproduced through physics at higher

energies. In this respect, it may not be easy to discriminate the present theory from certain

technicolor models [35] (they may even be related to each other in the space of κ). An interesting

state is the radion field which is expected to be lighter than M ′
∗, especially when M5

>∼ M∗, and

which arises in the 4D picture by spontaneous breaking of conformal invariance. The properties

of this field are similar to the standard model Higgs boson in some parameter region, but in

general can be different [36]. Because the theory can tell quite little about physics at the

2 TeV scale, it will be very important to explore this energy region experimentally. Through

such explorations, we will be able to learn about the physics of electroweak symmetry breaking

caused by strong dynamics that does not contain any small parameter.

Note added:

After the completion of this work, Ref. [37] appeared which addresses related issues.
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Appendix A

In this appendix we calculate the oblique parameters S, T and U at the leading order for the

theory described in section 3. These parameters can be calculated by integrating out the new

physics, i.e. the G sector, and deriving the low-energy effective theory for the electroweak gauge

bosons. The effects of the G sector then appear in the vacuum polarizations for these gauge

fields, which we parameterize by ΠXY and Π′
XY (X, Y = 1, 3, Q) as

Leff = −1

2

2
∑

a=1

W a
µ

[

(v2

2
+ Π11

)

+ p2
( 1

g2
− Π′

11

)

]

W a
µ

−1

2
W 3
µ

[

(v2

2
+ Π33

)

+ p2
( 1

g2
− Π′

33

)

]

W 3
µ

−1

2
Bµ

[

(v2

2
+ Π33

)

+ p2
( 1

g′2
− Π′

33 + 2Π′
3Q − Π′

QQ

)

]

Bµ

+W 3
µ

[

(v2

2
+ Π33

)

− p2
(

Π′
33 − Π′

3Q

)

]

Bµ, (35)

where Leff is the low-energy effective Lagrangian in the 4D momentum space. The normalizations

for the gauge fields are taken such that they couple to the matter fields through the covariant

derivatives

DµψL = ∂µψL +
i

2

(

W 3
µ + 2Y Bµ W 1

µ − iW 2
µ

W 1
µ + iW 2

µ −W 3
µ + 2Y Bµ

)

ψL, (36)

DµψR = ∂µψR + iY BµψR, (37)

where ψL and ψR represent {q, l} and {u, d, e}, respectively. The parameters S, T and U are

defined by [9]

S ≡ 16π(Π′
33 − Π′

3Q), (38)

T ≡ 8π(g2 + g′2)

g2g′2v2
(Π11 − Π33), (39)

U ≡ 16π(Π′
11 − Π′

33). (40)

These parameters do not depend on the values of g and g′ we choose to extract Πs and Π′s from

Eq. (35), as long as Π11,33 ≪ v2 and Π′
11,33,3Q,QQ ≪ 1/g2, 1/g′2.

The effective Lagrangian, Leff , in our theory is obtained in 5D by integrating out the physics

of y > 0 keeping the values of the 5D gauge fields at y = 0 fixed, which we identify as the

low-energy 4D fields [8]. Since we are here interested in the leading-order contributions to S, T

and U , which are represented in the 4D picture by the diagram shown in Fig. 2 in section 4, it
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is sufficient to solve the equations of motion for the bulk gauge fields at the classical level under

appropriate boundary conditions.

The action for the gauge fields are given by Eqs. (5, 18), i.e. the sum of the bulk, Planck-

brane, and TeV-brane gauge kinetic terms. In terms of the conformal coordinate z ≡ eky/k, the

bulk equations of motion for the gauge fields are written as

z ∂z
(1

z
∂zA

G
µ

)

− p2AGµ = 0, (41)

where we have kept only the transverse modes, and G runs for L1, R1, L3, R3, and X, which

represent the first two components of SU(2)L, those of SU(2)R, the third component of SU(2)L,

that of SU(2)R, and U(1)X , respectively. These equations have solutions of the form

AGµ (p, z) = z
{

aGµ (p)I1(pz) + bGµ (p)K1(pz)
}

, (42)

where I1(x) and K1(x) are the modified Bessel functions, and aGµ (p) and bGµ (p) are functions of

the 4D momentum p. The boundary conditions at the Planck brane (y = 0) are given by

[

AL1
µ (p, z)

]

z= 1

k

= W 1
µ(p), (43)

[

AR1
µ (p, z)

]

z= 1

k

= 0, (44)
[

AL3
µ (p, z)

]

z= 1

k

= W 3
µ(p), (45)

[

AR3
µ (p, z)

]

z= 1

k

= Bµ(p), (46)
[

AXµ (p, z)
]

z= 1

k

= Bµ(p), (47)

which identify the 5D fields at the Planck brane to the low-energy 4D degrees of freedom. The

boundary conditions at the TeV brane (y = πR) are given by

[

AL1
µ (p, z) − AR1

µ (p, z)
]

z= 1

k′

= 0, (48)

[ 1

g2
L

∂zA
L1
µ (p, z) +

1

g2
R

∂zA
R1
µ (p, z) + p2 k

k′

(

Z̃LA
L1
µ (p, z) + Z̃RA

R1
µ (p, z)

)]

z= 1

k′

= 0, (49)

[

AL3
µ (p, z) − AR3

µ (p, z)
]

z= 1

k′

= 0, (50)

[ 1

g2
L

∂zA
L3
µ (p, z) +

1

g2
R

∂zA
R3
µ (p, z) + p2 k

k′

(

Z̃LA
L3
µ (p, z) + Z̃RA

R3
µ (p, z)

)]

z= 1

k′

= 0, (51)

[ 1

g2
X

∂zA
X
µ (p, z) + p2 k

k′
ZXA

X
µ (p, z)

]

z= 1

k′

= 0, (52)

which are essentially those of Eq. (3) but appropriately modified by the presence of the TeV-

brane gauge kinetic terms. Here, Z̃L ≡ ZL + ZM and Z̃R ≡ ZR + ZM .
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The boundary conditions Eqs. (43 – 52) determine the coefficients aGµ (p) and bGµ (p) in Eq. (42).

Plugging these solutions into the original action, Eq. (5) and Eq. (18), and integrating over z,

we obtain the low-energy effective Lagrangian. Expanding this Lagrangian in powers of p up to

the quadratic order, we find

Leff = − k′2

(g2
L + g2

R)k

(

2
∑

a=1

W a
µW

a
µ +W 3

µW
3
µ − 2W 3

µBµ +BµBµ

)

−p
2

2

{

(πR

g2
L

+
1

g̃2
L

)(

2
∑

a=1

W a
µW

a
µ +W 3

µW
3
µ

)

+
(πR

g2
R

+
πR

g2
X

+
1

g̃2
Y

)

BµBµ

}

− p2

8(g2
L + g2

R)k

{

(

−3 +
4g4

Rk

g2
L + g2

R

(Z̃L + Z̃R)
)(

2
∑

a=1

W a
µW

a
µ +W 3

µW
3
µ

)

+
(

−3 +
4g4

Lk

g2
L + g2

R

(Z̃L + Z̃R) + 4(g2
L + g2

R)kZX
)

BµBµ

+
(

6 +
8g2

Lg
2
Rk

g2
L + g2

R

(Z̃L + Z̃R)
)

W 3
µBµ

}

. (53)

This reproduces the matching relations of Eqs. (8) at the leading order in 1/πkR (assuming

ZL,R,M,X = O(1/16π2) as suggested by NDA). We then obtain the vacuum polarization param-

eters

Π11 = Π33 = 0, (54)

Π′
11 = Π′

33 =
3

4(g2
L + g2

R)k
− g4

R

(g2
L + g2

R)2
(Z̃L + Z̃R), (55)

Π′
3Q = − g2

R

g2
L + g2

R

(Z̃L + Z̃R), (56)

Π′
QQ = −(Z̃L + Z̃R + ZX). (57)

Several features of this result can be understood from the symmetry reason. For example, the

reason for why Π11 = Π33 and Π′
11 = Π′

33 comes from the fact that the dynamics of the G

sector, encoded in the bulk and TeV-brane physics, respects the custodial SU(2) symmetry.

The coefficients for TeV-brane operators ZL, ZR and ZM always appear in the combination of

Z̃L+ Z̃R = ZL +ZR+ZM because the TeV brane respects the diagonal subgroup of SU(2)L and

SU(2)R. Finally, in the case of vanishing TeV-brane operators, ZL = ZR = ZM = ZX = 0, we

get Π′
3Q = Π′

QQ = 0. This is because the full SU(2)L × SU(2)R symmetry is respected by the

operators in the 5D bulk.

Eqs. (54 – 57) give the oblique parameters

S =
16π

(g2
L + g2

R)k

{

3

4
+

g2
Lk · g2

Rk

(g2
L + g2

R)k
(Z̃L + Z̃R)

}

, (58)

T = U = 0. (59)
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As expected, the T and U parameters are zero at this order because of the custodial SU(2)

symmetry imposed on the G sector. The value of S has a size of order N/π, where N is given

by Eq. (13), as discussed in section 4.1.

Appendix B

In this appendix we derive the formula determining the mass eigenvalues for the quark and

lepton KK towers. We here use the notation of Eq. (22) for the up-type quark sector. However,

the computation is completely identical for the down-type quark and lepton sectors, so that the

results are also applicable to these cases.

We define the rescaled fields û = e−2kyu, ûc = e−2kyuc, ˆ̄u = e−2kyū, and ˆ̄u
c

= e−2kyūc. In

terms of these fields, the action is written as

S =
∫

d4x
∫

dy

[

eky
(

û†iσ̄µ∂µû+ ûciσµ∂µû
c† + ˆ̄uiσµ∂µ ˆ̄u

†
+ ˆ̄u

c†
iσ̄µ∂µ ˆ̄u

c
)

+ûc(∂y + cLk)û+ û†(−∂y + cLk)û
c† + ˆ̄u

c
(∂y + cRk)ˆ̄u+ ˆ̄u

†
(−∂y + cRk)ˆ̄u

c†

−δ(y − πR)
(

λûˆ̄u+ λ∗û† ˆ̄u
†
)

]

, (60)

where the bulk terms come from the 5D kinetic terms and the TeV-brane terms from the operator

in Eq. (7); cL and cR are the bulk mass parameters for the q and ψū fields, i.e. cL = cq and

cR = cψū
, and λ is given by λ = yuvH .

The above action, Eq. (60), provides both bulk equations of motion and boundary conditions.

Expanding the 5D fields as

û(x, y) = u(x)f̂u(y), (61)

ûc(x, y) = ū(x)f̂ cu(y), (62)

ˆ̄u(x, y) = ū(x)f̂ū(y), (63)

ˆ̄u
c
(x, y) = u(x)f̂ cū(y), (64)

we obtain the bulk equations of motion

(

−∂z +
cL
z

)

f cu +mfu = 0, (65)
(

∂z +
cL
z

)

fu +mf cu = 0, (66)
(

−∂z +
cR
z

)

f cū +mfū = 0, (67)
(

∂z +
cR
z

)

fū +mf cū = 0, (68)
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where m represents the 4D mass eigenvalues, iσ̄µ∂µq = mq̄†. Here, we have used the conformal

coordinate z ≡ eky/k, and fu(z) = f̂u(ln(kz)/k), f cu = f̂ cu(ln(kz)/k), fū = f̂ū(ln(kz)/k) and

f cū = f̂ cū(ln(kz)/k). The boundary conditions are given by







































f cu
∣

∣

∣

z= 1

k
+ǫ

= 0,

(∂z + kcL)fu
∣

∣

∣

z= 1

k
+ǫ

= 0,

f cū

∣

∣

∣

z= 1

k
+ǫ

= 0,

(∂z + kcR)fū
∣

∣

∣

z= 1

k
+ǫ

= 0,







































f cu
∣

∣

∣

z= 1

k′
−ǫ

− λfū|z= 1

k′
−ǫ = 0,

(∂z + k′cL)fu
∣

∣

∣

z= 1

k′
−ǫ

+mf cu

∣

∣

∣

z= 1

k′
−ǫ

= 0,

f cū

∣

∣

∣

z= 1

k′
−ǫ

− λfu|z= 1

k′
−ǫ = 0,

(∂z + k′cR)fū
∣

∣

∣

z= 1

k′
−ǫ

+mf cū

∣

∣

∣

z= 1

k′
−ǫ

= 0,

(69)

where ǫ → 0. In Eqs. (65 – 69), we have rotated the phases of the fields such that the coupling

λ, and thus the 4D masses m, becomes real.

Eqs. (65 – 68) have the solutions of the form

fu =
√
z
{

auJcL+ 1

2

(mz) + buYcL+ 1

2

(mz)
}

, (70)

f cu =
√
z
{

acuJcL− 1

2

(mz) + bcuYcL− 1

2

(mz)
}

, (71)

fū =
√
z
{

aūJcR+ 1

2

(mz) + būYcR+ 1

2

(mz)
}

, (72)

f cū =
√
z
{

acūJcR− 1

2

(mz) + bcūYcR− 1

2

(mz)
}

, (73)

where au, bu, a
c
u, b

c
u, aū, bū, a

c
ū and bcū are constants. These constants are determined by the

boundary conditions, Eq. (69). Non-trivial solutions are then obtained only when the following

relation is satisfied:
(

JcL− 1

2

(m

k′

)

−
JcL− 1

2

(m
k
)

YcL− 1

2

(m
k
)
YcL− 1

2

(m

k′

)

)(

JcR− 1

2

(m

k′

)

−
JcR− 1

2

(m
k
)

YcR− 1

2

(m
k
)
YcR− 1

2

(m

k′

)

)

−λ2

(

JcL+ 1

2

(m

k′

)

−
JcL− 1

2

(m
k
)

YcL− 1

2

(m
k
)
YcL+ 1

2

(m

k′

)

)(

JcR+ 1

2

(m

k′

)

−
JcR− 1

2

(m
k
)

YcR− 1

2

(m
k
)
YcR+ 1

2

(m

k′

)

)

= 0. (74)

This is the equation cited in the text as Eq. (23). The mass eigenvalues, m, are determined as

solutions of this equation.

For the down-type quarks, we have to use cL = cq, cR = cψ
d̄

and λ = ydvH , instead of cL = cq,

cR = cψū
and λ = yuvH . For the leptons, cL = cl, cR = cψē

and λ = yevH .
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